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Expedite Petition Processing—
Save Time and Resources

One of the more tedious, time-consuming and costly tasks that election officials
must perform is the processing of petitions. The manual processes of counting
pages to the verification of names and signatures must be completed within
a strict timeframe. It often requires the additional cost of hiring inexperienced
temporary staffing.
Solution: Vocem Petition Management Software for page, signature and
address recognition. Vocem streamlines the petition process by providing
automated counting and verification while providing full audibility. The
easy-to-use software integrates with the Voter Registration (VR) database and
uploads petition information into the VR database. Vocem produces full audit
trails and expedited reports, so time saved is now directed to focus on elections.
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Vocem Petition Management Software
works in 3 Phases

After the petitions are scanned, the Vocem processes begin:
Counts the number of pages

PHASE

1

PAGE REVIEW

Identifies completed rows/fields
Identifies blank and crossed out rows/fields
Formulates a raw count of all data and displays
it in a user-friendly format

PHASE

2

SAMPLING

Uses approved algorithm to perform sampling
specific to state or county statutes
Performs automated lookup of sampled rows
to Voter Registration database

PHASE

3

VERIFICATION

Performs automated signature comparison
Provides automated reports
Executes data exchange or integration with
Voter Registration systems
Completes petition processing
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